2015 News Letter
2015 has been another year of technical development and survey team and office expansion. We’re delighted we can now
provide UAV drone aerial surveys and terrestrial imagery surveys and a range of photogrammetric processing and output
workflows. We have added to our equipment resources with a Faro X330 laser scanner, GPS and digital SLR cameras. We
passed our annual Quality, Environmental & Safety audit was successfully passed with improved scores from last year.
Software additions have included ArcGIS to develop interactive graphical and visual deliverables and analysis,
photogrammetric software for processing UAV and terrestrial imagery.
Staff changes have seen Jake Smith join geosphere4d, bringing GIS, modelling and coastal change analysis skills to the team.
Project Update

Our Spheron spherical HDR camera has seen plenty of use
this year, with underground chambers and reservoirs
photographed together with condition and dilapidation
surveys of a range of buildings and structures and for
providing visual records of beach and coastal environments.

We have continued our deformation
monitoring programme in 2015. With
Environment Agency river navigation and
flood alleviation structures and we’ve
used laser scanning data to compliment
the installed point monitoring surveys at
National Trust properties
The analysed deformation is displayed as
a graphical difference model, providing
easy visual interpretation of the data.
Deformation point monitoring schemes were set up at
Nuclear Power Station sites, providing challenging working
conditions and leading to the development of an interactive
deformation monitoring report format. We have also
undertaken the monitoring of nuclear reactors at a number
of power station sites to provide tilt and settlement analysis.
Measured Building Surveys
have been a feature of 2015
with the most challenging
being Waterloo Mansions
on the Dover seafront. Laser
scanning of the roof
required elevated platform
access and a chimney
mount for the scanner.
Ortho-rectified images were
created from the scan data
to generate the survey
drawings.
Other Measured Building and
Topographic Surveys have utilised
Total Station observations and
TheoLT software.

Beach, coastal & landslide monitoring projects have been
undertaken throughout the year using GPS and laser
scanning data capture techniques.

We have developed more visual coastal
& landslide change deliverables based
on an interactive GIS delivery platform.
The UAV drone also offers additional
data capture techniques to ensure we
can survey and map coastal & landslide
change events.
And finally, Bob, continues to act as
‘Head of Office Security’ and maintains
his vigilant work ethic during the winter
months!!
A Happy Christmas & Prosperous New Year to all

Ian, Ed & Jake

If you would like to discuss your survey requirements with us or require further information on any of the services we offer,
please do not hesitate to contact us:

T: 01903 680 244

www.geosphere4d.com

E: enquiry@geosphere4d.com

